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Introduction

Every year students seem to do better and better in their exams. It is not fair to say that the tests are

more accessible without realising that some students will be working hard to get the grades they

have achieved. However, some people say that they have never reviewed it and got good marks.

Indeed, many people claim to be able to pass all their tests without undertaking any revision. This is

just one of the many indications that the modern education system makes it much easier to pass the

tests.

Conflicts/ Arguments against Education system

Last year's exams are given to children to study them in preparation for this year's exams. People are

not told what market conditions will affect them next year; they must learn to adapt. People who are

not shown what paintings they will have to do next year by showing them objects of previous years

or giving them templates. Therefore, such a thing should not happen in schools.

Essay writing companies exist and will write personal lessons. This not only makes passing the test

more accessible, but it also shows that people who do not know you well can get good grades in the

course, even if they have not studied for a year or two.

Introducing the student to last year's exam will prepare them for this year. It shows them an example

of what they might experience. The surgeon has guided hundreds of photographs of his internal

body before approaching a natural person.

People who work for essay companies have done course exams to get high marks in them. Also, they

only help a person pass their written part of a degree and cannot allow them to give all their

degrees.

Showing the student a preliminary test may be similar to showing a surgeon before he is approved

for surgery, but the results are pretty different. Students are taught to do the tests well, and they are

not encouraged to test their knowledge to do well in the exams.

People who write essay writing services are not always competent in the field and can still pass tests

with the things they are researching offline. In addition, a reasonable degree of coursework can carry

a student so that the student gets the worst marks in sitting exams and graduates.

Conclusion



It would be wrong to rob low scorers to improve the system because it would encourage more

people to use essay tools to get better performance. Also, the people who sucked the material can

still be poor testers.

The modern education system makes it much easier to pass your exams, as evidenced by this story.

However, suggestions on improving it are lacking, as there is currently nothing that will change

educational resources for the better without better monitoring who is writing articles.
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